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Introduction
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Research Question

Do people with extreme political beliefs process information differently
when making up their minds than voters with less extreme beliefs?

"Unthinking-extremist perspective": On one hand, research so far
posits that extremists demonstrate a lower willingness to engage with
political information. They are entitled "unthinking extremists" and
seem to be able to find ideological cues in a relatively short time.

"Confident-extremist perspective": However, the argument can also go
the other way around: extremists are more interested in politics and
thus well informed.

We therefore ask whether the opinion formation process is different for
voters on the political extremes versus more moderate ones and
whether the analysis of response latency data can provide us with
additional information in one or the other direction.
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Direct Democracy in Switzerland

Votes on all three levels of the Swiss Federal State.
Votes on the national level are usually quite controversial, and the
issues are often familiar. Thus, respondents probably just report/recall
their opinion.
Cantonal votes are less familiar and less controversial. Therefore,
respondents are more likely to construct their attitudes.
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The Fokus Aargau Surveys

From 2018 to 2021 a team at the ZDA is conducting scientific post
referendum surveys in the Canton of Aargau, Switzerland.
So far two waves of surveys were conducted, one in September and
one in November 2018, respectively.
Potential respondents are selected at random by the regional
statistical service among all eligible voters and invited to participate by
regular mail.
The surveys can be answered online or via mail (postage prepaid). The
ratio between electronic and paper response was about equal so far.
For more information and the actual reports, see: https://fokus.ag (in
German only).
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Referendum Vote 1: Higher Taxes for Millionaires

The political party of the young
socialists in the Canton of
Aargau collected enough
signatures to trigger a vote on
their initiative aiming at a higher
taxation of millionaires.

The initiative was rejected with
a 75 percent NO vote.
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Referendum Vote 2: Forest Initiative

Rangers and pro forest
organizations handed in a
citizens’ initiative suggesting a
substantial increase of subsidies
for forest owners.

The initiative was rejected with
a 65 percent NO vote.
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Referendum Vote 3: Voting Rights for Swiss Abroad

So far Swiss Abroad in the
Canton of Aargau were allowed
to participate in the election of
the lower chamber of the
national parliament but not the
higher one.
A governmental proposal
suggested to remedy this
imbalance.
This constitutional change was
accepted in a mandatory
referendum vote by a very
narrow margin with a 50.7
percent YES vote.
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Theory
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Theoretical Considerations

Four main stages respondents go through in answering survey questions
(Tourangeau 1984):

1 The comprehension stage: Respondent reads, tries to understand and
to interpret the question. Extremity of political views is unlikely to
have an impact on that stage. But education and age certainly have.

2 The retrieval stage: Searching the memory for relevant information.

3 The estimation/judgment stage: Evaluating the information retrieved
(if necessary, see: online-model), maybe even by combining
information and culling out their valence (heuristically).

4 The response stage: Evaluating the “threat level” of a question (social
desirability) (online surveys don’t evoke such behavior in the same
manner as telephone survey).
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Theoretical Considerations

The retrieval stage:
Zaller’s memory-based model: respondents construct attitudes out of a
particular sample of considerations they recall from LTM (at the time
of the survey) and which are then transported to the WM (pop into
conscious awareness), where judgment is made.

Steenbergen’s (SUNY Stony Brooks) "on-line" model: citizens
continuously take in information and update their internal tally without
pertaining all information to justify an eventual choice when needed.

The retrieval stage:

Dual-process models of information processing (Chaiken, 1980, Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986): Heuristic vs. systematic processing. Heuristic path:
fast and frugal; systematic path: time consuming, but less error-prone.
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Current State of Research

Attitude Extremism:
Extremists (versus moderates) play an important role in political
science and communication research with consequences for election
studies and topics such as polarization and media consumption.
The literature makes a distinction between the unthinking-extremists
and the confident-extremists.

Response Latency:
In general, response latencies in surveys can be used as proxy variables
for a wide range of mental processes. Specifically, response latency can
be interpreted as an indicator for the degree of elaboration when
dealing with political content such as arguments in favor or against a
referendum topic
See for example: Baxter & Hinson, 2001; Carlston & Skowronski, 1986;
Gibbons Rammsayer, 1999; Hertel, Neuhof, Theuer, & Kerr, 2000;
Sheppard & Teasdale, 2000; Urban & Mayerl, 2007; Marquis 2014.
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Hypotheses

H1 - Attitudinal Extremism
Based on the theoretical considerations above we expect attitudinal
extremism to be negatively correlated to argument response latency,
independently of control variables.

H2 - Political Sophistication (Knowledge, Interest)
The more knowledgeable about the issues at stake and the higher a
general interest in politics of a respondent, the lower is argument
response latency, independently of control variables.

Control variables
age, gender, education, survey access device.
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Data
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The arguments

Figure 1: Arguments put forward in the survey
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Dependent Variable: Argument Response Latency

Passive reaction times: reading time and time entering the answer.

Outlier correction: out of the range of two standard deviations above
or below the mean.

Baseline correction is based on the average time necessary to respond
to a block of five questions which can be answered without political
knowledge (personal socio-demographics of respondents).
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Latency Scores

Figure 2: Stepwise construction of latency scores
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Attitude Extremity Index

Attitude Extremity is measured by a weighted, multiplicative index,
using three indicators:

Left-right self-positioning on a 11-point ideological scale (the values 0
and 10 are indicative of extremity)
Attitude towards five value preference questions (international
openness, equality for immigrants, environmental protection, welfare
state, economic freedom) (3-point scale).
Attitude towards the arguments (degree of being in favour or not being
in favour) put forward in the survey (3-point scale).
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Analysis
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Bi-variate plot: Issue-specific knowledge vs Attitude
Extremity

Figure 3: Bar plot: Distribution of Attitude Extremity and project-specific
knowledge
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The formal model: two-level random intercept model

The formal model:

yij =β0 + β1genderij + β2ageij + β3usemobileij
+ β4motivationij + β5knowledgeij + β6polinterestij
+ β7educationij + β8extremityij + u0j

The intercept 0 is shared by all proposals, while the random effect u0j
is specific to a particular proposal j . The random effect is assumed to
follow a normal distribution with variance σ2

u0.
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Proposal level effects

Figure 4: Random effects of the proposals (intercepts)
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Multilevel model results

Figure 5: Effect plot (fixed effects of multilevel model, outlier corrected),
unstandardized ML coefficients
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Multilevel model results

Figure 6: Effect plot (fixed effects of multilevel model, baseline controlled),
standardized ML coefficients
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Discussion
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Discussion of approach and results

Working with response latency data (methodological uncertainties and
limitations).

Variance on the level of the the three referendum proposals is
considerable.

Attitude extremity effect points in the proposed direction and is
statistically significant.
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Appendix
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Additional Results

Table 1: Multilevel Analysis (Random Intercept) on the latencies for
arguments, standardized effects

Response Latencies:
outlier corrected (2sd) baseline controlled (2sd)

Fixed effects

attitudinal extremity −1.326∗∗∗ −0.064∗∗
(0.433) (0.025)

gender 0.989∗∗ 0.056∗∗
(0.427) (0.025)

age 6.114∗∗∗ 0.293∗∗∗
(0.460) (0.027)

education −1.172∗∗∗ −0.022
(0.421) (0.025)

political interest 0.053 −0.035
(0.511) (0.030)

project knowledge 0.773 0.032
(0.518) (0.030)

use of mobile 0.866∗ 0.047∗
(0.459) (0.027)

motivation 0.602 0.015
(0.437) (0.025)

Constant 28.555∗∗∗ −0.053
(4.822) (0.295)

Random effects

Level 2 Variance 69.180 0.258
(8.317) (0.508)

Observations 1,307 1,296
Log Likelihood −5,384.527 −1,673.933
Akaike Inf. Crit. 10,791.050 3,369.865
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 10,847.990 3,426.702

Note: All predictor variables were standardized. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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